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Q-Sweep
Flow spectral measurement principle

1rst part: Ematem Summer school 2021-2022; principle
2nd part: Ematem Summer school 2023; measurement (cont.)

Project Initiator, test facility development and measurements:
Alexander Rombach

Elaboration and Presentation:
Humphrey Spoor
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Interactive presentation:

short questions / something not clear / short elucidations 

please do interrupt (English / German / French / Dutch) !!
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Summary
Flow spectral analysis, realised by means of a dual / quadruple piston prover 

calibration system with infinite volume

• Short recapitulation part-1 (excerpt 2022):
• goal / physics background / layout / boundary / start conditions
• DAQ (data acquisition) / DP (data processing)
• resolution / minimum test volume
• system (rig  DUT) inertia interaction (flow change rig  slew rate DUT)

• Part-2:
• measurement results till now
• uncertainty analysis (in development)
• traceability (in development)
• conclusions part-2



• Flow (English)  volume rate, in [m3/s], as per definition rate  per second. Flow rate  change
in flow per second, so a flow acceleration in [m3/s/s]. Flow rate (USA) = double Dutch.

• The systems & signals principle of spectral analysis is assumed to be known. In the time-
frequency domain the pair (t,) [s,Hz] is used; in the spatial domain the pair (,k) [m,m-1] is
used (e.g., spatial filtering in optics). For the flow setup it will become the pair (V/p,p/V)
[m3/s,s/m3]. In other words, the time domain is represented by the DUT-output quantity
(turbine: volume flow per pulse) or whatever quantity is characteristic applicable; e.g., delta-
TOF in ultrasonics.

• By means of a continuous increase respectively a decrease in flow, constantly smaller (larger)
partial measurements are registered, synchronously with the meter (DUT) pulse output. If
these increments / decrements are chosen too small, there will be an inertia lag; a resolution
issue (aliasing).

So for each specific measuring principle and specific measurement setup of a test object, the slew
rate and resolution should be selected in combination, in order to suit each other well.
Consequently, it is recommended to integrate live monitoring of these values in the SW.
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Physical background, volume flow spectrum
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Slew rate (1)

The slew rate (maximum time lag) in electronics is defined as:

Hydrodynamical analogue defined:

The Joukowski expression for acoustical wave propagation in tubes:
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Slew rate (2)

Intermezzo: Joukowski linearisation:

so:

per definition:
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Slew rate (3)

The result is:

the maximal allowable sweep frequency f/t follows from the manufacturer data:

• Primary Constant (PC) in [p/l]
• slew rate in [m3/s2], or more practical [l/h/s], but are these data available ???

Evident: for a faster response a higher resolution of the underlying physical measurement
principle is needed.
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Important for measurement stability:

• constant room temperature stability
• double walls through which temperature control water flows
• constant pressure conditions without pressure surges when

changing pistons
• smooth piston calibrated transition movement
• upstream fully-developed flow profiles, dynamically following

ramping up
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Measurement conditions demands



Some picture impression
.
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Test rig and conditioning
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• The piston prover provides high-resolution data on the piston position
(i.e., volume sections) and the associated time sampling.

• These are synchronously registered each time a pulse appears from the
direct output of the sensor (without any treatment).

• The starting point is a certain pulse value [l/p] or a certain encoder
constant PC [p/l].

• Ramping up / down; a metrological curve is created in the following way:
• Horizontal X-axis: the instantaneous flow = (Vi+1-Vi)/(ti+1-ti)*3600 [l/h]
• Vertical Y-axis: Deviation = ((1 pulse)/(Vi+1-Vi)/PC-1)*100 [%]
• The medium temperature in the following example = 21.0°C
• The absolute pressure in the system is 5 bar
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SP (signal processing) / DAQ (data acquisition) / DP (data processing)
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Example flow calculation  horizontal axis : right blue flashes group
Example deviation calculation  vertical axis : left blue flashes group

The calculation uses the corresponding blade position in relation to the consecutive rotation 
position of this particular blade. In other words: “blade-fidelity”. In this example above there 

are seven blades. In the following cases here there is only one blade.

The degree of approximation of a calculation between different blades would depend on the 
mechanical design quality of the equiangular blade positions of the rotor.
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Remember Ematem-2022: turbine single jet against flow [l/h]; 7 blades; logarithmic
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Measurement curve turbine single jet against flow [l/h]; one blade, logarithmic
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Measurement curve turbine single jet vs Reynolds number [-]; logarithmic
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Flow regimes
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Flow regimes
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Turbulence is not just turbulence!
Turbulent regimes change with increasing Reynolds numbers, and so their 
implementation in the Navier-Stokes equations, and so their solutions do.

Examples left side:
A free turbulent jet with relative low -
and with higher Reynolds number.

Reference:
A first course in turbulence;
Tennekes and Lumney, MIT press, 1972
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Turbulence models describing different flow regimes

In CFD-simulations often various turbulence models are complementary used, in 
combination locally adapted to solve the complexity of local structures more adequate.
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Transition - Intermittent flow regime

Progressive insights form the last three decades tends to some hysteresis-like alternating 
dynamic behaviour, rather than one static stable situation; the flow is too high for laminar, so 
it turns to turbulent, however, it is to slow for turbulent, so it changes to laminar, and so on.
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1rst
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2nd
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Regimes spectra
The measured up- resp. down ramping flow domains show the 
following standard deviations:
There is a significant change between the domains visible. 
However, the chosen domains do not correspond with different 
flow regimes.
---+++---
After Reynolds-reorganisation of the data according to the graph 
the following table can be found.
NOTE-1: The Reynolds number graph represents the interaction 
between flow and DUT; i.e., the ideal fully-developed flow 
conditions in undisturbed tube flow (transition: 2000 < Re < 4000) 
are not present within the DUT. Spectral domain: Uo=H(s).Ui and in 
time domain: uo(t)=h(t)ui(t), a convolution (Faltung).
NOTE-2: Due to this interaction it is also possible that the now 
appearing turbulence regimes are split-up in a different way as 
they would be expected in undisturbed fully-developed tube flow.

average up/dwnstdev
1.751

1.551.361
0.462

0.580.692
0.383

0.300.213
0.674

0.760.844

StDevRe<Re >#80 (2nd)
n.a.3001start-up
0.09700350 (300)laminar
0.071’200700transition
0.093’5001’200turbulent-1
0.168’0003’500turbulent-2
0.1018’0008’000turbulent-3
0.1260’00018’000turbulent-4
0.1580’00060’000turbulent-5
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1rst
other 
meter 
other 
slope
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2nd
other 
meter 
other 
slope
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3rd
other 
meter 
other 
slope



Spectral interpretation (example glued piezo disk)
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Spectral interpretation (example glued piezo disk)
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Spectral interpretation (example glued piezo disk)
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Discussion Conclusions Recommendation Consecutive
• data quality
• Redundancy of the Rombach measurements
• measurement of ultrasonic flow meters: V/t replaced by TOF
• pulse / step response: inertia hydrodynamic processes involved too slow
• reference measurements on classical rigs as comparison
• meters with defects  specific spectral (e.g., sharp edges) characterizing 

(similar to spectral analyses to piezo-electric disk micro-cracks)
• prediction of the remaining life-time of a meter (similar to airplane 

spectral turbine surveillance during flights)
• both modulus (Bode) and phase diagrams give related, complementary 

information, but … how ?
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• Traceability (under construction)
• Interpretation encountered phenomena (under discussion)
• The influences of parameter variation (test program)
• Bigger diameters (near future)
• DIN TC176 WG2, EN 1434 consequences, and acceptance
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Publication in Nature [2006] by Prof Westerweel TUDelft:
“Finite lifetime of turbulence in shear flows”.



Thank you for your attention.

…. has he finished….?
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Thank you for your attention.

…. That was interesting….!

Discussion items for the future !

Is this all true ?

How to implement in a norm ?
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resolution
minimum test volume
slew rate / time constant
(excerpt from 2022)
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resolution
minimum test volume
slew rate / time constant
(excerpt from 2022)


